NAME: ……………………….. Schule: ………………………….

LISTENING COMPREHENSION:
a) You will hear part of a talk by a writer who has written a biography .
For questions 7 – 14, complete the sentences in a maximum of four words.
You will hear the recoding twice. After the second time, you will have 45
seconds to complete your sentences.

The speaker has written a book about (7) ….. called

..an amateur historian…

Robert Tewbridge.
Tewbridge’s father was a (8) ….. in Scotland.

……………………………….

Tewbridge’s parents wanted him to become (9) ….. .

……………………………….

Tewbridge earned his living by writing (10) ….. for

……………………………….

various publications.
The speaker learned a great deal about Tewbridge’s
character from studying his (11) ….. .

……………………………….

It appears that Tewbridge and his (12) ….. were

……………………………….

close friends.
Tewbridge spent many years studying (13) ….. .

……………………………….

He lived in (14) ….. for the last thirty years of his

……………………………….

life.

Score: …../7

KEY:
8) farmer
9) a doctor
10) articles and essays
11) personal correspondence
12) wife’s brother
13) Roman history
14) Italy

b) You will hear five short extracts in which people talk about
environmental initiatives in the workplace. While you listen you must
complete both tasks.
Put the correct letter to the number in the box below. There is an
example at the beginning.
A a public health officer
B a sales representative
C the company manager
D a company's customer
E a careers advice officer
F a marketing executive
G an environmental activist
H an office cleaner
Speaker 1 21
G

Speaker 2 22

Speaker 3 23

Speaker 4 24

Speaker 5 25

TASK TWO
For questions 26-30, choose from the list A-H what view each speaker is
expressing.
A Consumers should put more pressure on companies to adopt environmental schemes.
B Few companies consider conservation a priority.
C We should be more optimistic about what companies are doing about the environment.
D Few office workers realise how much they could do to conserve energy.

E Companies need to explain environmental initiatives to their employees.
F Young people no longer buy products from companies that don’t have sound
environmental policies.
G The provision of incentives will encourage staff to adopt company schemes.
H Young job seekers demand a work environment that reflects their values.
Speaker 1 26

Speaker 2 27

Speaker 3 28

Speaker 4 29

Score: ……/9

Speaker 5 30

